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13 Abstract

14 This manuscript reviews recent progress in optical frequency references and optical communication systems and discusses their uti-
15 lizations in global satellite navigation systems and satellite geodesy. Lasers stabilized with optical cavities or spectroscopy of molecular
16 iodine are analyzed, and a hybrid architecture is proposed to combine both forms of stabilization with the aim of achieving a target fre-
17 quency stability of 10-15 [s/s] over a wide range of sampling intervals.
18 The synchronization between two optical frequency references in real-time is realized by means of time and frequency transfer on
19 optical carriers. The technologies enabling coherent optical links are reviewed, and the development of an optical communication system
20 for synchronization, ranging and data communication in space is described. An infrastructure exploiting the capabilities of both optical
21 technologies for the realization of a modernized constellation of navigation satellites emitting highly synchronized signals is reviewed.
22 Such infrastructure, named Kepler system, improves satellite navigation in terms intra-system synchronization, orbit determination accu-
23 racy, as well as system monitoring and integrity. The potential impact on geodetic key parameters is addressed.
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30 1. Introduction

31 During the last decades, two key technologies have
32 emerged that push the boundaries of time keeping and
33 space communications: optical frequency references and
34 inter-satellite laser links. This manuscript reviews these
35 optical technologies for advancing satellite navigation, geo-
36 desy and time-metrology, and discusses recent activities on
37 design, development, testing and exploitation of key optical
38 components. These activities include the engineering of
39 cavity- and iodine-based frequency references, and their
40 characterization in terms of frequency stability; the realiza-
41 tion of a hybrid clock formed by an optical cavity and an
42 absolute iodine frequency reference; the design and test
43 of optical terminals and transmitters/receivers for coherent
44 inter-satellite laser links; and the system architecture com-
45 bining each of these technologies to establish a network of
46 space-based synchronized references capable of providing
47 highly accurate timing and positioning services.
48 Satellite navigation, satellite geodesy and time metrol-
49 ogy deal with two aspects of time: generation and dissem-
50 ination. Quantitatively measuring the flow of time
51 consists in defining a time scale, based on the elapsed time
52 or repetition frequency of periodically-recurring events,
53 such as the yearly motion of the Earth around the sun,
54 the 28-day motion of the moon around the Earth, or the
55 swing of a pendulum. Nowadays, the most stable frequency
56 standards are based upon atomic clocks, which lock to an
57 atomic or molecular electronic transition in the microwave
58 regime. Example of such references are Cesium, Hydrogen
59 and Rubidium atomic clocks, whose relative stabilities in
60 terms of Allan deviation range from 10-9 to 10-13 [s/s] at
61 1 s, and from 10-14 to 10-15 [s/s] at 105 s. Optical frequency
62 references are capable of providing superior frequency sta-
63 bility, outperforming the current standards operating in the
64 microwave frequency range. Optical ion and lattice clocks
65 have demonstrated frequency stabilities below 10-18 [s/s]
66 for long sample intervals (Bloom et al., 2014; Ushijima
67 et al., 2015). Less complex setups based on Doppler-free
68 spectroscopy show frequency stabilities at the 10-15 [s/s]
69 level for sample intervals between 1 s and 103 s (Schuldt
70 et al., 2017), already taking into account design aspects rel-
71 evant for space-based utilizations such as compactness and
72 rigidity. Furthermore, laboratory tests of optical frequency
73 references based on laser interferometry (optical cavities)
74 show short-term frequency stabilities below 10-15 [s/s] for
75 sample intervals up to 10 s (see e.g. Jiang et al., 2011).
76 The output of two frequency references can be remotely
77 compared via two-way time and transfer techniques. Com-
78 munication systems based on Nd:YAG lasers, already
79 space-qualified and operative for commercial satellite data
80 relay applications, represent the state of the art for high-
81 rate free-space communications (Surof et al., 2017;
82 Schmidt and Fuchs, 2017). Early ground-to-space tests of
83 time transfer via non-coherent optical links have already
84 demonstrated accuracies in the range of hundreds picosec-
85 onds. Examples of such tests are the Laser Time Transfer

86technology validated at 300 ps-level on Beidou satellites
87(Meng et al., 2012), the Time Transfer by Laser Link
88(T2L2), which demonstrated time transfer between a num-
89ber of International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) stations
90and the Jason-2 satellite below the 100 ps-level (Exertier
91et al., 2014), and an upcoming (2019) second iteration of
92the T2L2 named European Laser Timing that will enable
93time transfer with the stable atomic clocks part of the
94Atomic Clocks Ensemble in Space (ACES) experiment
95(Schreiber et al., 2010). All these methods use non-
96coherent links. By exploiting laser-based coherent links, a
97network of two or more frequency references synchronized
98at sub-ps level can be established. A set of synchronized
99optical frequency references characterized by short-term
100frequency stabilities at the 10-15 [s/s] level carried by
101Earth-orbiting satellites offers the potential to greatly
102enhance the performance of global navigation systems
103and to support precise satellite geodesy applications
104(Günther, submitted for publucation). A network of satel-
105lites interconnected via bi-directional free-space optical
106links chained to the local frequency-stabilized laser oscilla-
107tors creates a tightly synchronized time reference that can
108be realized via a space-based clock ensemble. Such archi-
109tecture also enables a better separation of uncertainties in
110the spatial and time domains, while providing high rate
111communications and absolute ranging with sub-mm level
112accuracy, which in turn enhances orbit determination.
113These elements are the basis of the Kepler proposal for a
114future satellite navigation system, which is based on an
115extremely stable and robust time scale. In this concept
116Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) navigation satellites equipped
117with cavity-stabilized lasers and inter-connected via coher-
118ent laser links shall enable the broadcast of navigation sig-
119nals synchronized to a level far superior to modern GNSSs.
120The essential elements of the concept, presented in
121(Günther, submitted for publication, 2018a), are reviewed
122in Section 4 for the sake of clarity.
123Other than improving satellite-based navigation, glob-
124ally available synchronized signals have a direct impact
125on a myriad of applications. Notable examples are time
126distribution across continents, the provision of terrestrial
127reference frames and Earth rotation parameters, enhanced
128gravity field retrieval (especially for long wavelengths)
129thanks to an improved positioning service for dedicated
130Low Earth Orbit (LEO) probes, or the recovery of atmo-
131spheric zenith delays and gradient vector components via
132the higher accuracy of MEO orbit estimates.
133This manuscript intends to provide an up-to-date over-
134view on optical timing and communication technologies
135and address their utilization in satellite-based navigation
136and geodesy. The technological aspects of optical fre-
137quency references and laser communication and ranging
138systems are described in Sections 2 and 3, respectively, with
139focus on design and overall expected performance. The
140exploitation of the two key technologies in future global
141satellite navigation system architectures is analyzed in Sec-
142tion 4, in which a system-engineering overview is provided.
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143 Section 4 also reviews potential enhancements in satellite
144 geodesy applications stemming from the capabilities
145 offered by the envisioned GNSS architecture.

146 2. Optical frequency references and clocks

147 Optical frequency references in the form of stabilized
148 lasers are the most stable references that have been devel-
149 oped so far. Over the last decades, optical clock technolo-
150 gies evolved, recently demonstrating frequency stabilities at
151 the 10-18 [s/s] level for sample intervals of a few thousand
152 seconds (see e.g. Bloom et al., 2014; Ushijima et al.,
153 2015; Ludlow et al., 2015), surpassing microwave clocks’
154 performance by several orders of magnitude. Different
155 methods for laser frequency stabilization are conceivable,
156 including stabilization to an optical cavity or to an atomic
157 or molecular transition. While cavity-stabilized systems
158 offer high short-term frequency stability (for sample inter-
159 vals between milliseconds and a few seconds), atoms and
160 molecules offer high long-term frequency stability (for sam-
161 ple intervals longer than 100 s) and the provision of an
162 absolute frequency reference. A combination of both sys-
163 tems in a single laser system – in the following referred to
164 as hybrid clock – would take advantage of these properties
165 at different time scales (Musha et al., 2000). For operation
166 as a clock, an additional frequency comb is necessary,
167 transferring the optical frequencies to the microwave
168 regime, where counters are available. Current versions of
169 frequency combs have already successfully been operated
170 on sounding rockets (Lezius et al., 2016).
171 Ultimate frequency stability is shown using ion and lat-
172 tice clock technologies in complex laboratory setups
173 (Bloom et al., 2014; Ushijima et al., 2015), not yet available
174 for space utilizations. However, optical frequency refer-
175 ences based on Doppler-free spectroscopy and optical cav-
176 ities can be realized in space-compatible compact and
177 ruggedized setups. At 1064 nm, space-proven lasers and
178 (electro-) optic components are available. This wavelength
179 is used in missions such as LISA (Laser Interferometer
180 Space Antenna) Pathfinder (Armano et al., 2016) and
181 GRACE-FO (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
182 Follow-On, Sheard et al., 2012) and it is the operating
183 wavelength of the Laser Communication Terminals (LCTs,
184 see Section 3). By second harmonic generation, Doppler-
185 free spectroscopy of molecular iodine near 532 nm can be
186 implemented.
187 We report on current and future work on optical fre-
188 quency references based on molecular iodine and on optical
189 cavities, and on the implementation of a stable hybrid
190 clock with targeted frequency stability at the 10-15 [s/s] level
191 for sample intervals between a few milliseconds and
192 10.000 s.

193 2.1. Iodine-based absolute frequency references

194 Frequency references based on Doppler-free spec-
195 troscopy of molecular iodine at a wavelength near

196532 nm have been commonly used in laboratories for many
197years. They use either frequency modulation spectroscopy
198(Bjorklund, 1980; Arie and Byer, 1993) or modulation
199transfer spectroscopy (MTS) (Shirley, 1982; Ye at al.,
2002001; Zang at al., 2007), and are also developed in compact
201setups (Hong et al., 2001; Nyholm et al., 2003) and for
202space applications (Argence et al., 2010; Acef et al., 2010;
203Schuldt et al., 2017; Döringshoff et al., 2017; Schkolnik
204et al., 2017; Döringshoff et al., 2019).
205In a collaboration between the German Aerospace Cen-
206ter (DLR Institute of Space Systems, Bremen), the Univer-
207sity Bremen (Center of Applied Space Technology and
208Microgravity, ZARM) the Humboldt-University Berlin
209and Airbus GmbH (Friedrichshafen), two compact
210iodine-based frequency references on elegant breadboard
211(EBB) and engineering model (EM) level, respectively, were
212realized during the last years (Schuldt et al., 2017;
213Döringshoff et al., 2017). The corresponding spectroscopy
214units, which include the optical components for modula-
215tion transfer spectroscopy, use a baseplate made of glass
216material in combination with a dedicated easy-to-handle
217assembly-integration technology where the optical compo-
218nents are bonded to the baseplate using a space-qualified
219two-component epoxy (Ressel et al., 2010). This ensures
220high pointing stability of the two counter-propagating laser
221beams in the iodine cell needed for long-term frequency
222stability and the robustness required for space operations.
223The light source is a 1064 nm solid-state Nd:YAG laser
224which is frequency doubled to 532 nm using periodically
225poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide technology.
226Fig. 1, left, shows a photograph of the EM spectroscopy
227setup using a 38 � 18 � 4 cm3 fused silica baseplate and a
228compact gas cell, designed for nine-pass operation of pump
229and probe beam. The EBB was characterized in a beat
230measurement with an ultra-low expansion (ULE) cavity
231setup where noise levels of 6 � 10-15 [s/s] for 1 s sample
232intervals and below 3 � 10-15 for sample intervals between
233100 s and 1.000 s have been measured (Schuldt et al., 2017).
234The associated Allan Deviation is shown in Fig. 1, right.
235For sample intervals longer than 100 s, the measurement
236is limited by the ULE cavity. The frequency stability is
237comparable to the active hydrogen maser as currently inte-
238grated for the ACES mission (Goujon et al., 2010) and rep-
239resents the best results reported for an iodine-based system
240(Schuldt et al., 2017). The EM spectroscopy unit was sub-
241jected to thermal cycling from �20 �C to +60 �C and vibra-
242tional loads with sine vibration up to 30 g and random
243vibration up to 25.1 g. The frequency stability was mea-
244sured before and after the tests, and no degradation was
245observed. These measurements showed an absolute fre-
246quency offset between EBB and EM setups below
2471.5 kHz with reproducibility below 250 Hz (Döringshoff
248et al., 2017).
249In a recent activity, a very compact spectroscopy setup
250has been implemented using micro-integrated external cav-
251ity diode lasers (ECDLs) as light source (Schkolnik et al.,
2522017). It was successfully flown on a sounding rocket
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253 mission, launched in May 2018 (Döringshoff et al., 2019).
254 For future applications in satellite navigation, a new inte-
255 grated setup with beam preparation and spectroscopy unit
256 within one physical housing is currently being developed
257 (Schuldt et al., 2018).

258 2.2. Cavity-based frequency references

259 Optical cavities have been used as frequency references
260 since the 1960s and they have become essential in many
261 fields of physics: gravitational waves observatories, preci-
262 sion spectroscopy, tests of Lorentz invariance, Earth
263 gravity field monitoring, optical atomic clocks, laser
264 metrology, etc. Optical cavities provide the frequency dis-
265 criminator (the derivative of the cavity linewidth) needed
266 to stabilize a laser by means of a servo loop. The dis-
267 criminator is usually generated using the well-known
268 Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method (Drever et al.,
269 1983). In this manner, the length stability of the cavity
270 is transferred to the laser frequency, which implies that
271 extremely stable materials in very benign environments
272 are required.
273 Optical cavities are a mature technology with many
274 designs and configurations available for different purposes
275 depending on requirements, frequencies of interest and
276 environmental conditions. Laboratory set-ups operating
277 at room temperatures using �10 cm long ULE glass spac-
278 ers with fused silica mirrors reach thermal noise limits of
279 10-15 [s/s] for sample intervals of a few seconds (Notcutt
280 et al., 2005; Webster et al., 2008; Ludlow et al., 2007). In
281 order to further reduce the thermal noise limit to the 10-

282
16 [s/s] level and below, different approaches are followed

283 including cryogenic temperatures using single crystal cavi-
284 ties (Kessler et al., 2012; Matei et al., 2016; Matei et al.,
285 2017) and very long ULE cavities (near 50 cm) at room
286 temperature (Häfner et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2011; Jin
287 et al., 2018; Nicholson et al., 2012). Neither of these solu-
288 tions is very attractive for space missions, due to size and
289 mass constraints, sensitivity to misalignments or cryogenic

290temperature management. Promising new coatings have
291been reported, which exhibit an order of magnitude reduc-
292tion in coating loss angle (Cole et al., 2013) and will allow
293reducing the thermal noise limit without cryogenic temper-
294atures or very long cavities.
295There have been considerable efforts on developing por-
296table cavity-stabilized systems (Leibrandt et al., 2011a,
2972011b; Vogt et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2014) and on increas-
298ing the technology readiness level for space applications
299(Argence et al., 2012, Swierad et al., 2016). For the latter,
300frequency stability of 5 � 10-16 [s/s] at 1 s and 2 � 10-15 [s/s]
301between 1 and 1.000 s have been demonstrated. Finally,
302the first cavity-stabilized laser in space is part of the laser
303ranging interferometer on board the GRACE-FO mission
304and has been successfully flying since May 22nd 2018
305(Sheard et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2011).
306In order to reach the fundamental thermal noise limit
307one needs to take care of several technical noise sources.
308Some of them affect the actual length stability of the cavity,
309while the others are related to the error in signal genera-
310tion, servo loops, etc. The former are due to temperature
311fluctuations that expand/contract the spacer due to non-
312zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), thermo-
313elastic deformations of the mirrors caused by power fluctu-
314ations of the laser, mechanical vibrations, pressure fluctua-
315tions or long-term material contraction (or creep).
316Temperature fluctuations and thermo-elastic mirror defor-
317mations effects can be easily mitigated at short time scales
318(f > 10 mHz, i.e. <100 s) by thermal shields (Dai et al.,
3192015; Sanjuan et al., 2015), low CTE materials and laser
320intensity stabilization, respectively. Mechanical vibrations
321in the spacecraft due to attitude actuators should not be
322relevant in the Hertz (second) range and, moreover, specific
323insensitive vibration mounts (Webster et al., 2007; Webster
324and Gill, 2011) can be used to further minimize these
325effects. Low pressure levels (and fluctuations) can be
326achieved by venting to space. Finally, creep effects at time
327scales of seconds to hundreds of seconds should not play
328any significant role.

Fig. 1. Left: Photograph of the iodine spectroscopy unit on engineering model level (Döringshoff et al., 2017); Right: Frequency stability of the iodine
EBB setup when compared to a ULE cavity setup (Schuldt et al., 2017), given in Allan Deviation. Also shown are the stabilities of the current space
microwave clocks as flown on Galileo and foreseen for ACES.
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329 The noise sources related to the locking scheme are orig-
330 inated from shot-noise, RAM (Shen et al., 2015), electronic
331 noise in the servo loops and actuators, parasitic etalons,
332 etc. These are usually kept low when high-finesse cavities
333 are used due to large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) present
334 in the discriminator. In addition, one of the important con-
335 tributors, RAM-induced noise, can be actively corrected
336 (Wong and Hall, 1985; Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014).
337 Optical cavities are expected to be an important part of
338 future space missions involving laser interferometry: the
339 GRACE-FO mission, which includes two cavities (one
340 per spacecraft), should demonstrate frequency stability at
341 the 10-15 [s/s] level and pave the way for the next generation
342 of gravity field missions based on laser interferometry.
343 Based on the cubic cavity design (Webster and Gill,
344 2011), a setup on elegant breadboard level is currently inte-
345 grated at DLR serving as a demonstrator for a future
346 space-qualified cavity system. Beside its application within
347 next generation Global Navigation Satellite Systems
348 (GNSSs), cavity-based systems are also investigated with
349 respect to next generation gravity missions, space-based
350 tests of fundamental physics and the gravitational-wave
351 detector LISA.

352 2.3. Hybrid clock concept

353 As mentioned above, Doppler-free saturation spec-
354 troscopy provides excellent long term frequency stability
355 (for sample intervals larger than 100–1000 s) due to its
356 low sensitivity to environmental conditions, especially with
357 respect to temperature, while stabilization to optical cavi-
358 ties exhibits superior performance in the short time scales
359 (milliseconds to few seconds). A potential scheme for com-
360 bining both systems, resulting in a stable hybrid clock, is
361 shown in Fig. 2 (left). It uses offset side-band locking
362 (Thorpe et al., 2008) to keep a single laser head locked to
363 two different reference systems at different time scales.

364First, the laser is stabilized by using the Doppler-free spec-
365troscopy unit. A pick-off of the laser output is sent to the
366cavity unity where an electro-optical modulator (EOM)
367generates the side-bands in order to bridge the gap between
368the iodine resonance frequency and the cavity fundamental
369modes. This corresponds to half of the cavity free spectral
370range, which for a 5 cm long cavity is as high as 1.5 GHz.
371On top of such modulation, the classic PDH locking
372scheme is implemented. The error signal from the PDH
373method is split into low- and-high frequency signals. The
374former is used to track the cavity fundamental mode, which
375shifts due to, e.g., temperature variations or creep, by
376adjusting the EOM frequency. The latter drives an AOM
377placed after the spectroscopy unit and tracks the cavity fre-
378quency stability in the short-time scales, i.e., in the thermal-
379noise limit regime.
380The right side of Fig. 2 shows the results of a simulation
381with simplified subsystems in order to illustrate the benefits
382of a hybrid clock. The simulation assumes a 1064 nm solid-
383state Nd:YAG free running laser. Its frequency stability in
384Allan deviation is shown by the purple trace. The free run-
385ning laser is locked to the iodine spectroscopy unit that
386provides the frequency stability shown in blue, which is
387the performance of the unit described in Section 2.1. The
388stability of the optical cavity corresponds to the red trace
389and it is assumed to have a frequency stability of 10-15 [s/
390s] for sample intervals smaller than 10 s. The three systems
391(free running laser, spectroscopy unit and optical cavity)
392are simulated by generating time series of colored noise,
393which are fed into a time domain simulation of the hybrid
394clock scheme shown in the left panel of Figs. 1 and 2. The
395simulations do not consider sources of noise from the actu-
396ators (AOM and EOMs). The hybrid clock performance
397obtained from the simulations is given by the black trace,
398which exhibits the frequency stability of the spectroscopy
399unit for sample intervals larger than 50 s and the perfor-
400mance of the optical cavity at shorter sample intervals.

Fig. 2. Left: Hybrid clock scheme to combine a spectroscopy unit and an optical cavity. Right: Simulation results (with simplified systems) in square root
of the Allan deviation. The black trace corresponds to the hybrid clock performance, which combines the long-term frequency stability of the iodine
spectroscopy (red line) with the short-term frequency stability of a high finesse optical cavity (blue line). The purple trace represents the free-running laser.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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401 The hybrid clock concept is currently investigated at DLR
402 and an experimental setup will be realized.

403 3. Optical inter-satellite links

404 Optical free-space links are an efficient and effective way
405 to exchange point-to-point information characterized by
406 low transmitted power, low weight, and high data rates.
407 The main physical advantage of optical frequencies is the
408 small transmitter beam divergence, which overcomes inter-
409 ference problems and radio frequency spectrum. However,
410 the limited divergence introduces the challenge of keeping a
411 precise alignment between the transmitter and the receiver.
412 The first optical transmission performed in space dates
413 back to 1992, as part of the Galileo Optical EXperiment
414 (GOPEX; Wilson et al., 1993), with the emission of optical
415 pulses from Earth to a charge-coupled device (CCD) on the
416 NASA Galileo spacecraft. The first optical communication
417 between two space platforms took place in 2001, when an
418 inter-satellite link was established between the optical ter-
419 minals of the geostationary Advanced Relay and TEchnol-
420 ogy MIssion Satellite (ARTEMIS) developed by Alenia for
421 the European Space Agency (ESA) and the SPOT-4 LEO
422 satellite developed by Matra Marconi Space for the
423 National Centre for Space Studies (CNES - Centre
424 National d’Études Spatiales). This experiment was per-
425 formed within the Semiconductor Laser inter-satellite link
426 EXperiment (SILEX; Fletcher et al., 1991), and demon-
427 strated the feasibility of optical technologies in space for
428 inter-satellite communications. The SILEX project, in
429 which both laser terminals use on/off key modulation and
430 direct detection of laser signals at 800 nm, was the first
431 European step in the direction of globally-distributed relay
432 systems based on optical inter-satellite-links (Tolker-
433 Nielsen and Oppenhauser, 2002). In 2005, inter-satellite
434 links (ISLs) between the optical terminals onboard the
435 Artemis satellite and the Japanese LEO satellite OICETS
436 (Optical Inter-orbit Communications Engineering Test
437 Satellite) were carried out, further demonstrating the
438 potential of optical technologies in space (Takayama
439 et al., 2007; Jono and Katsuyoshi, 2006).
440 An important advantage of optical links is the capability
441 of relaying large data volumes between several space plat-
442 forms. This can be exploited e.g. in missions that need to
443 transmit a large amount of data to a single ground station:
444 satellites that are not visible from the ground receiver may
445 relay their data through another satellite capable of com-
446 municating with the ground station. Such a scheme is
447 implemented in the European Data Relay System (EDRS):
448 LEO satellites transmit data optically to a geostationary
449 satellite, which sends it to the ground station in Ka-Band.
450 The first technology for this system was developed for
451 LEO satellites, demonstrating inter-satellite links between
452 TerraSAR-X of DLR and the Near-Field InfraRed Exper-
453 iment (N-FIRE) of NASA in 2007 (Smutny et al., 2009).
454 Both satellites carried a LCT developed by TESAT Space-
455 com. The link was based on Binary Phase Shift Keying

456(BPSK) modulation and homodyne reception (Lange and
457Smutny, 2005). The TESAT LCT demonstrated data rates
458of 5.625 Gbit/s, covering distances of up to 5500 km. The
459LCT was further developed for geostationary satellites
460and integrated in the AlphaSat and EDRS satellites. This
461system became operational in November 2016, providing
462the SpaceDataHighway service (Airbus, 2018). NASA
463recently proposed an own data relay system, planned for
464launch in 2019: the Laser Communications Relay Demon-
465stration (Israel et al., 2017). Private company SpaceX also
466proposed a constellation of thousands of LEO satellites
467connected by inter-satellite optical links.
468A coherent optical ranging system is currently being
469tested on the GRACE-FO mission. In this experiment laser
470interferometry measurements of inter-satellite range rates
471in orbit will be demonstrated (Sheard et al., 2012).
472Point-to-point optical inter-satellite coherent links are
473the only option for providing a channel to synchronize
474remote optical timing references at or below ps-level. In
475addition, the optical links provide a mean to perform
476sub-mm inter-satellite ranging. Both capabilities are further
477discussed in Section 4 in the framework of a GNSS system
478with inter-linked navigation satellites.

4793.1. Coherent communications

480General modulations, involving amplitude and phase
481modulation, require a coherent receiver with a local oscilla-
482tor used to retrieve the code and carrier phases as well as
483the communication data. Coherent receivers can be catego-
484rized into homodyne, intradyne and heterodyne. In homo-
485dyne reception an optical phase-locked loop is required to
486receive the data, i.e. the phase and frequency of the local
487oscillator is tuned to match the received signal, with a rel-
488atively complex hardware. In fiber communications either
489intradyne or digital homodyne systems are usually
490employed, in which the phase-locked loop is implemented
491in the digital domain and the local oscillator is kept free-
492running around the target frequency. In this case, the com-
493plexity is shifted to the processing unit. The last form of
494optical coherent reception is the heterodyne variant, in
495which the phase-locked loop is realized at radiofrequencies.
496In this case, the local oscillator is kept at a fixed frequency.
497This frequency, called intermediate frequency, is higher
498than the signal bandwidth. After the opto-electrical conver-
499sion, the data is retrieved at the intermediate frequency
500rather than in the base-band.
501Homodyne coherent reception has the advantage of a
502high sensitivity. The first development on coherent recep-
503tion for optical free-space communications was carried
504out by DLR and led to a world-record in sensitivity
505(Wandernoth, 1992). The system was based on BPSK
506and represented the first step towards the current technol-
507ogy in the LCTs developed by Tesat Spacecom. Since then,
508terminals for LEO and geostationary satellites have been
509developed, and numerous links between satellites have been
510successfully established (more than 20,000 as for early
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511 2019). Although a number of experiments also showed the
512 feasibility of intradyne reception in free-space applications
513 (Conroy et al., 2018; Geisler et al., 2017), homodyne recep-
514 tion is nowadays the only operational technology for inter-
515 satellite optical links. A homodyne receiver for the ISLs
516 considered in this paper is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.

517 3.2. Optical terminals for satellite communications

518 Optical links are established via optical terminals on
519 each end of the link. The terminals contain the optical
520 assemblies that realize the pointing, acquisition and track-
521 ing of the laser beams. Furthermore, at the receiver, they
522 inject the signal into an optical fiber. The key components
523 for pointing, acquisition and tracking are the Coarse Point-
524 ing Assembly (CPA), which is used to steer the laser beams
525 towards the remote receiver, and the Fine Pointing Assem-
526 bly, which is typically implemented with a fast steering mir-
527 ror, allowing for very precise and fast beam steering.
528 Additionally, most satellite applications require the imple-
529 mentation of a point-ahead assembly to account for the rel-
530 ative dynamics of the platforms being linked: since the light
531 speed is finite, the transmitter needs to account for the
532 receiver motion in order to intercept its trajectory.
533 Other important components of the terminals are the
534 optical subsystem, which handles the splitting between
535 transmitted and received light; the optical amplifier, which
536 is typically fiber-based and used to amplify the signal of a
537 low-power seed laser; and the data receiver, which per-
538 forms the opto-electrical conversion on the receiver side.
539 Fig. 3 shows the Tesat LCT for geostationary applications
540 with a 135 mm aperture. This LCT is used onboard Alpha-
541 sat, as well as on EDRS satellites, and supports optical
542 links between LEO and geostationary satellites. The LCT
543 has been thoroughly tested and it is currently being used
544 in an increasing number of applications, e.g. the EDRS is

545used within the European Union’s Copernicus Earth obser-
546vation program (Hauschildt et al., 2017). The technical
547requirements and construction of an optical terminal sup-
548porting the architecture presented in Section 4 are dis-
549cussed in more details in Section 4.2.

5504. Exploitation of optical technologies in GNSS
551architectures and satellite geodesy

5524.1. A novel architecture for GNSS

553Modern satellite navigation primarily relies on the
554broadcast of synchronized navigation signals from a con-
555stellation of MEO satellites. A navigation satellite system
556exploiting a network of optical frequency references syn-
557chronized via coherent inter-satellite laser links would
558enable establishing an ultra-stable time standard within
559the space segment in the optical domain. This stability
560can be transferred to radio frequencies by using frequency
561combs and employed to broadcast synchronized navigation
562signals to receivers on Earth via a classic navigation pay-
563load. This architecture is proposed in Günther (submitted
564for publication, 2018a, 2018b) and takes the name of
565Kepler. We give an overview of the main elements of this
566architecture.
567A MEO segment, formed by a constellation of 24 MEO
568satellites (semi-major axis: 29,600 km), each equipped with
569cavity-stabilized lasers, is used to transmit legacy naviga-
570tion signals towards the Earth as in any current GNSS.
571Each satellite is continuously connected to the two neigh-
572boring satellites in the same orbital plane via two-way
573inter-satellite laser links. A third nadir-pointing optical ter-
574minal on each MEO satellite enables non-continuous links
575to LEO satellites. The whole MEO segment is kept tightly
576synchronized via time transfer between optically linked
577satellites. The constellation is completed by a small LEO
578segment, in which six LEO satellites (semi-major axis:
5797600 km), each equipped with optical frequency references
580and three optical terminals, execute four main tasks. First,
581LEO satellites establish optical links to MEO satellites in
582different orbital planes in order to support the synchroniza-
583tion amongst all the constellation elements. In order to
584achieve 100% availability of a connection between three
585MEO planes, a single LEO satellite links to three MEO
586satellites all in different planes, or two LEO satellites link
587to two different pairs of MEO satellites on different planes.
588Two LEO satellites with three optical terminals each are
589sufficient if an unobstructed view of the whole upper hemi-
590sphere is available. The procedure to design the linking rule
591to coordinate links between the LEO and MEO segments
592and the design of low Earth orbits is given in more details
593in (Giorgi et al., in press). Second, LEO satellites are
594instrumental to the definition of a system time by carrying
595mid-term stable optical frequency references (e.g. Iodine
596references, see Section 2.1), which are employed to realize
597a mixed clock ensemble with target frequency stability at
59810-15 [s/s] for sample intervals between 0.1 and 106 s (more

Fig. 3. Tesat Laser Communication Terminal for geostationary satellites
(Picture: courtesy of Tesat-Spacecom GmbH and Co.).
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599 details are given in Section 4.3). Third, LEO satellites con-
600 tribute to the precise determination of satellite orbits by
601 providing atmosphere-free observations of the transmitted
602 navigation signals via an upward-looking GNSS antenna
603 and LEO-to-MEO inter-satellite laser ranging measure-
604 ments (cf. Section 4.4). Lastly, LEO satellites provide an
605 intra-system integrity layer by continuously monitoring
606 the navigation signals and satellite biases without atmo-
607 spheric disturbances. In order to continuously monitor
608 the navigation signals with positive elevation angles, and
609 add a certain degree of redundancy in support of system
610 synchronization, six satellites are considered as baseline
611 LEO constellation.
612 Fig. 4 shows the elements of the proposed space seg-
613 ment. Alternative space segments configurations may be
614 devised by using geostationary satellites instead of LEO
615 satellites for supporting inter-plane synchronization, or
616 based on direct links between MEO satellites on different
617 orbital planes. However, these options lack the broad spec-
618 trum of capabilities that a LEO segment would provide.
619 From a navigation perspective, reliable synchronization
620 across the elements of the constellation in a quasi-inertial
621 frame is an important requirement to obtain a precise nav-
622 igation solution for users on Earth and its proximity. The
623 tie with a terrestrial reference frame and time scale must
624 be maintained in order to account for the Earth’s rotation
625 and to properly provide guidance to users navigating on

626Earth. Differently from the approach in use in all currently
627active GNSSs, the Kepler infrastructure would only require
628a very limited set of ground stations to align with terrestrial
629space frames and time scales. From the standpoint of nav-
630igation performance, one ground station is in principle suf-
631ficient if a link between the space segment and the ground
632station can be continuously maintained over time, the
633coordinates of the station are fixed in the chosen terrestrial
634reference frame, and the Earth Rotation Parameters
635(ERPs) linking the terrestrial and the inertial frames are
636determined independently. In order to guarantee sufficient
637reliability and robustness of operations, a minimal set of
638regional ground station would be sufficient to operate the
639proposed system.
640The limited size of the ground segment with respect to
641modern systems is made possible by the presence of LEO
642satellites, which aid orbit determination and provide signal
643monitoring capabilities. The ground station(s) also con-
644tributes to the definition of the system time, by hosting
645one or more active hydrogen masers that provide the
646long-term frequency stability necessary to align with the
647terrestrial Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time scale.
648The constellation-wide synchronization could be
649achieved by forming a clock ensemble with all optical ref-
650erence on the satellites and microwave frequency references
651on ground (cf. Section 4.3). During normal operation, all
652the elements of the constellation share the measured offsets

Fig. 4. Kepler constellation: MEO and LEO satellites carrying optical frequency references, interconnected by two-way laser links. In addition, a
constellation of LEO satellites in lower orbits might exploit the synchronous broadcast navigation signals for high-accuracy geodetic applications.
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653 between linked frequency references, relayed with low
654 latency via Optical Inter-Satellite Links (OISLs). The over-
655 all ensemble signal is then generated on each MEO satellite
656 and it is used to time the navigation payload by steering the
657 local oscillator towards the IEM: this is the technique used
658 to realize the system-wide synchronous broadcast. The
659 capabilities of the synchronization subsystem depend,
660 among other aspects, on relativistic modeling and on the
661 quality of real-time satellite orbit determination. Effects
662 due to proper time and relativistic propagation at and
663 between different spacetime locations in a non-spherical
664 gravitational field need to be accounted for to a level below
665 the required synchronization threshold: 10-16 [s/s] frac-
666 tional frequency stability is the foreseen target. This entails
667 relativistic modeling to the order of c-3, inclusion of Earth
668 geopotential harmonics beyond the J2- moment, and addi-
669 tional celestial bodies influences (Blanchet et al., 2001;
670 Kroese et al., 2018). The accurate modeling of relativistic
671 effect for time and frequency transfer at ps-level sets the
672 accuracy requirements on the orbit determination of linked
673 satellites to 5–10 cm for positions and 10–15 µm/s for
674 velocities (Giorgi et al., in press). The absolute distance
675 between any two linked satellites needs to be known with
676 higher precision, since 1 ps synchronization precision
677 requires spatial accuracy better than 0.3 mm: this is
678 achieved via the optical ranging capability of the optical
679 transceivers being developed (cf. Section 4.2).
680 Precise orbits are derived by processing inter-satellite
681 ranging, measurements of broadcast navigation signals by
682 LEO satellites and ground station(s), and potentially accel-
683 erations provided by interferometric inertial sensors
684 (Guzmán et al., 2014). A first analysis of orbit determina-
685 tion in the Kepler system is provided in Michalak et al.
686 (2018), showing an improvement of at least one order of
687 magnitude with respect to current capabilities, due to the
688 processing of navigation signals without atmospheric dis-
689 turbances and the availability of accurate inter-satellite
690 ranges. The precise orbits so computed serve as the basis
691 for time and frequency transfer via two-way optical links
692 between the constellation elements.
693 The system performance in terms of navigation is based
694 on a combination of factors, and it is usually synthesized in
695 the Signal-in-Space (user) Range Error (SISRE; Ch.1 in
696 Teunissen and Montenbruck, 2017). This performance
697 parameter measures the ranging accuracy provided by the
698 navigation system without including error contributions
699 from the user’s specific receiver and environment (including
700 atmospheric disturbances). The SISRE is mainly driven by
701 the broadcast satellite orbit error and the satellite clocks
702 error. In the Kepler system, the constellation-wide target
703 synchronization is at 1 ps level, which allows neglecting
704 the satellite clock error, since this remains well below the
705 L-band phase measurement error. It is shown in (Giorgi
706 et al., in press) how the radial component of the satellite
707 position could be estimated with accuracy at or below
708 1 cm. This parameter is the key to improve satellite naviga-
709 tion and time dissemination – with 1 cm spatial accuracy

710converting into 33 ps timing accuracy. In order to guaran-
711tee a SISRE at 1 cm, the broadcast ephemeris must enable
712the user to compute the satellite orbits with the same level
713of accuracy. The navigation message in the Galileo Open
714Service can already accommodate an ephemeris update
715rate of 50 s in the F/NAV message and 30 s in the I/
716NAV message (European Union, 2016). A Kepler-like
717architecture is suitable for taking full advantage of this
718rate, thanks to the possibility of relaying information to
719the whole constellation via the OISLs with low latency.
720Further ad-hoc investigations are undergoing to assess
721the extent of improvement in terms of SISRE that Kepler
722will bring to GNSS users. Table 1 provides a comparison
723between current GNSSs and the proposed architecture.
724The broadcast navigation signals are not discussed in
725detail, but it is worth pointing out that current signals
726already enable cm-level pseudorange tracking accuracy,
727e.g. Galileo’s E5 altBOC (Tawk et al., 2012).
728A constellation of inter-linked satellites can also form
729the basis of a wholly different approach to satellite naviga-
730tion, enabling the realization of a relativistic navigation
731system, in which the satellite emission coordinates are used
732to form a space-based reference system (Gomboc et al.,
7332014). In such a system, the satellite orbits are determined
734through dissemination of each satellite proper time, and
735users estimate their own positions without the need to
736apply relativistic corrections, potentially improving and
737simplifying the computational steps involved in extracting
738position estimates (Cadez et al., 2010; Cadez et al., 2011;
739Gomboc et al., 2014).

7404.2. Optical transceivers and laser communication terminals

741for the Kepler architecture

742Each satellite in the system detailed in the previous sec-
743tion employs laser communication terminals coupled to
744optical transceivers. The latter are a common optical ele-
745ment to all satellites. Fig. 5 illustrates the top-level block
746diagram of an optical transceiver that realizes the coherent
747two-way optical links. A Pseudo Random Noise (PRN)
748sequence mixed with the data modulates the optical carrier
749and it is transmitted through the telescope. At the receiver
750side, a fiber-coupled balanced receiver is used to convert
751both ranging and communications signals to the electrical
752domain, by mixing the received signal with a local oscilla-
753tor. Since the inter-satellite free-space path does not intro-
754duce any wave-front distortion, stable single-mode fiber
755coupling at the receiver is achieved. The frequency offset
756between a local oscillator locked to the incoming signal
757and the cavity-stabilized laser is continuously measured
758and accounted for in the subsequent processing. An optical
759phase-locked-loop drives the local oscillator, matching the
760frequency and phase of the received light. The phase delay
761of the local spread spectrum sequence is controlled by a
762delay-locked-loop (DLL) and determines the timing of
763the received signal code measurement. The SNR at the
764receiver is maximized by performing the correlation in
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Table 1
Outlook of current GNSSs space segments, ground segments and timing subsystems (Teunissen and Montenbruck, 2017; and references therein) compared
to the proposed Kepler architecture. *PHM: Passive Hydrogen Maser; **RAFS: Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standard.

GPS Galileo Glonass BeiDou Kepler

Nominal MEO
constellation
[additional
satellites]

24 on 6 orbital planes Walker 24/3/1 Walker 24/3/1 Walker 27/3/1
[5 GEO + 3
IGSO]

MEO: Walker 24/3/1
LEO: Walker 6/2/1

Semi-major axis
(MEO)

26,562 km 29,600 km 25,470 km 27,870 km MEO: 29,600 km
LEO: 7600 km

Eccentricity <0.02 <0.003 <0.01 0 (nominal) < 0.003
Inclination 55 deg 56 deg 65 deg 55 deg MEO: 56 deg

LEO: 89.7 deg
Orbital period 11 h 58 m 14 h 05 m 11 h 14 m 12 h 52 m MEO: 14 h 5 m

LEO: 1 h 50 m
Ground track

repeat cycle
1 sidereal day/2
orbits

10 sidereal days/17
orbits

�8 sidereal days/
17 orbits

�7 sidereal days/
13 orbits

MEO: 10 sidereal days/17 orbits
LEO: 1 sidereal day/13 orbits

Available satellite
frequency
references
(frequency
stability, Allan
deviation)

Cs (10-11 @1s, 10-13

daily)
Rb (10-9 @ 1 s, 10-14

daily)

PHM* (10-11–10-12

@ 1 s,
7�10-15 daily)
RAFS** (10-11–10-12

@ 1 s,
3�10-14 daily)

Cs (10-11 @1s, 10-
13 daily)
Rb (10-9 @ 1 s,
10-14 daily)

PHM*, RAFS** MEO: ‘clock-less’,
cavity-stabilized lasers
(below 10-14 @ 1–10 s)
LEO: optical clocks
(target: below 5�10-15 @all sample
intervals)

Broadcast signals
(Open Service)

L1, L2, L5 E1, E5a/b, E6 L1, L2 (FDMA)
L1, L2, L5
(CDMA)

B1, B2, B3 MEO: Legacy (modernized) L-band
signals
LEO: none

Center frequencies: L5, E5a (1176.45 MHz); E5b, B2 (1207.14 MHz); L2 (1227.60 MHz); B3 (1268.52 MHz); E6 (1278.75 MHz); B1 (1561.098 MHz);

L1,E1 (1575.42 MHz)

Ground
monitoring
stations

1 System Control
Centre (US)
Global network of 16
monitoring sites

2 Galileo Control
Centers (EU)
Global network
of >20 stations

1 System Control
Centre (RU)
18 monitoring
stations all within
Russian territory

1 Central Control
Station (PRC)
32 stations (2
upload, 30
monitoring) all
within PRC

1 ground station plus redundancies

System time
realization

Ensemble of a
network of ground
and satellite atomic
clocks

Ground master
clock (AHM) at a
Galileo Control
Center

Ensemble of
ground hydrogen
masers on ground

Ensemble of >0
ground AHMs

Ensemble of 24 (MEO) + 6 (LEO)
cavity-stabilized lasers, 6 Iodine clocks
(LEO) and (at least) one H-maser
(Ground)

Fig. 5. Block diagram of a transceiver for optical ranging and communications.
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765 the optical domain. This scheme allows comparing the fre-
766 quency and phase of the incoming signal to the reference
767 cavity, and then measuring the time offset between neigh-
768 boring satellites. The alignment of the received PRN code
769 with the local replica enables ranging with accuracy in
770 the order of 102 µm for a spreading sequence at 25.55 Giga-
771 Chips per second. Finally, a BPSK modulation at 50 Mega-
772 bit per second is used to transmit the data. A frequency
773 comb is used to synchronize and/or compare the electrical
774 and optical signals to the optical reference.
775 The second component of the laser communication sys-
776 tem is the optical terminal. This is engineered on the basis
777 of the relative dynamics between the platforms being
778 linked. Three different optical terminal designs need then
779 be addressed. A first CPA (type A) is employed to establish
780 an optical link between neighboring MEO satellites. This
781 unit needs not to cope with high relative dynamics and it
782 must be capable of pointing either to the next satellite
783 and to the second-next in case of malfunctions. A second
784 CPA (type B) is used onboard MEO satellites to establish
785 links to LEO satellites. This unit is characterized by a large
786 field-of-view (14.6�conical aperture from nadir). A third
787 CPA (type C) is used onboard LEO satellites to establish
788 links to MEO satellites, and it must be designed to cope
789 with the relative high dynamics between MEO and LEO
790 satellites (roughly 360�/90 min for tracking and 50 times
791 faster for pointing). Fig. 6 shows the general terminal func-
792 tional design layout of a MEO satellite, in which the afore-
793 mentioned parts are explicitly illustrated.
794 The main impairments in an inter-satellite link are due
795 to satellite attitude variations and platform vibrations,
796 which need to be compensated by the fine pointing subsys-
797 tem to avoid fluctuations of the received power. From the
798 ranging accuracy point-of-view, platform vibrations intro-
799 duce length jitter. Inertial sensors may be employed to min-
800 imize the impact of such vibrations. For the purpose of
801 demonstrating the ISL concept, two optical terminals are
802 being developed based on commercial off-the-shelf compo-
803 nents (Poliak et al., 2018), and will be used to emulate the
804 MEO to MEO coherent optical link (to scale) and to
805 demonstrate ranging and communication capabilities.
806 Fig. 7 shows one of the two optical transceivers being
807 assembled at DLR.

8084.3. Mixed clock ensembles and system time

809The optical frequency references described in Section 2.1
810exhibit superior short-term performance in terms of frac-
811tional frequency stability compared to their classical micro-
812wave counterparts, achieving stabilities down to 10-15 [s/s]
813for 0.1–10 s sample intervals. In the Kepler architecture
814discussed in Section 4.1, these references are kept synchro-
815nized via the two-way optical links, and provide the basis
816for a synchronous broadcast of navigation signals. How-
817ever, additional references are needed for aligning the sys-
818tem time to a terrestrial time scale of choice, e.g. UTC:
819while the cavity-stabilized lasers can provide high short-
820term frequency stability, the provision of a stable system
821time scale requires complementing the system with oscilla-
822tors characterized by high mid- and long-term frequency
823stability. Fig. 8 shows the measured performance of three
824different units given in terms of Overlapping Allan Devia-
825tion (OADEV): a cavity-stabilized laser (Optical Reference
826System – ORS –MenloSystems), an iodine-clock (cf. Sec-
827tion 2) and an Active Hydrogen Maser (AHM - IEM
828KVARZ, model CH1-75A) available at the DLR’s Time
829Lab. Each clock type is characterized by different fre-
830quency stability behavior with peak performance located
831at different durations of the sample interval. It is then desir-
832able to combine these different types of frequency refer-
833ences, profiting from the individual advantages of each
834unit. An ensemble of all frequency references in the system
835is a viable choice for generating the Kepler system time, as
836well as forming the basis for time and frequency synchro-
837nization amongst the elements of the constellation. In a
838clock ensemble, the phases of multiple frequency references
839are combined to produce a virtual ensemble signal, named
840Implicit Ensemble Mean (IEM), whose frequency stability
841surpasses each of its constituents (Brown, 1991). This sig-
842nal can be generated by actively steering a numerically con-
843trolled oscillator, thus physically realizing the IEM of the
844ensemble. An example of time scale defined by an ensemble
845is the Global Positioning System Time, which is composed
846by a number of atomic clocks located within the ground
847GPS control segment and all the atomic frequency refer-
848ences onboard GPS satellites. One important feature of
849an ensemble is the capability of integrating real-time detec-

Fig. 6. Optical terminal configuration for MEO-satellites.
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850 tion, isolation and adaptation techniques for protecting
851 against failures of single clocks, thus enabling the provision
852 of a robust time scale (Gödel and Furthner, 2017a).
853 The ensemble is computed by running a Kalman filter to
854 predict future clock states based on clock models, which
855 may be extended by Markov processes to take into account
856 the pronounced flicker floor noise features of optical oscil-
857 lators (Gödel et al., 2017b; Trainotti et al., 2019). These
858 estimates are then used to weight the single clock contribu-
859 tions and to calculate an IEM, which exhibits better overall
860 frequency stability than each of the individual clocks. Since
861 a physical realization of the IEM thus generated is required
862 for synchronizing the navigation messages broadcast by the
863 satellites, a second Kalman filter is used to steer a timing
864 reference towards the computed IEM (Schmidt et al.,
865 2018a, 2019).

866The system time in the Kepler system could then be
867defined by a mixed ensemble computed on all satellites,
868profiting from the improved robustness and frequency sta-
869bility that characterizes heterogeneous ensembles. The
870mixed ensemble may consist of 30 cavity-stabilized lasers
871(24 on MEO satellites and 6 on LEO satellites), 6 Iodine
872clocks (one on each LEO satellite) and one Active Hydro-
873gen Maser co-located with one ground station (Günther,
874submitted for publication, 2018a; Schmidt et al., 2018b).
875Fig. 9 shows an IEM generated by simulating the afore-
876mentioned ensemble of 37 frequency references. The mea-
877sured OADEV (dashed lines) values are fitted to derive
878the parameters of two-state clock models that represent
879the expected behavior of the three clock types (solid lines).
880Based on these models, all the frequency references are sim-
881ulated, and the IEM is computed. The IEM follows the

Fig. 7. The optical transceiver assembled at DLR.

Fig. 8. Measured Overlapping Allan Deviation of three different clock types: a cavity-stabilized laser (ORS, blue line), an Iodine clock (red line), and an
Active Hydrogen Maser (yellow line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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882 best-performing clock of the ensemble for all sample inter-
883 vals, showing frequency stability performance below the
884 10-15 [s/s] level for the whole range of intervals analyzed.
885 The robustness of the system is also significantly improved
886 by using multiple units for each oscillator type. Since all
887 oscillators are simultaneously contributing to the IEM,
888 the latter is not severely degraded by isolated glitches or
889 failures, such as phase or frequency jumps, or complete
890 outages (Gödel and Furthner, 2017a).
891 The Kalman filter realizing the IEM is executed by each
892 MEO satellite on the basis of differential measurements
893 from all the distributed time offsets, relayed via OISLs
894 (cf. Section 4.1) or via microwave carriers to/from the
895 ground station (Günther, 2018a). By using the same prop-
896 agation model, process noise and observation noise, all
897 MEO satellites compute the same predicted IEM value at
898 current epoch. The IEM is used to time the generation of
899 the navigation signals from each satellite, and it constitutes
900 the core of the real-time, constellation-wide synchroniza-
901 tion scheme.

902 4.4. System exploitation for geodesy and Earth observation

903 The technologies and infrastructure discussed in previ-
904 ous sections enable key advancements in a variety of geode-
905 tic fields. In particular, we here briefly discuss potential
906 impacts on the monitoring of the Earth gravity field, the
907 provision of terrestrial reference frames, atmosphere sens-
908 ing applications and GNSS reflectometry.

909Several space-borne missions such as the NASA/GFZ
910missions GRACE/GRACE-FO (Tapley et al., 2004;
911Flechtner et al., 2014), the DLR missions TEXUS-51/53
912and QUANTUS/MAIUS-1/JOKARIUS (Schkolnik
913et al., 2017; Döringshoff et al., 2019), and the Chinese mis-
914sion Tiangong-2, have already demonstrated the feasibility
915of operating inter-satellite links, have successfully tested
916optical clocks components in a space environment and
917have illustrated their potential to benefit space geodesy.
918Next generation gravity field missions (NGGMs; Reubelt
919et al., 2014) dedicated to the retrieval of the Earth’s gravity
920field will build up on the expertise acquired with the
921GRACE (2002–2017) and GRACE-FO (operative since
922May 2018) missions. Currently, different error sources
923(e.g. accelerometer data, background models, POD) limit
924the potential of precise inter-satellite ranging observations
925(Flechtner et al., 2016). Highly stable optical references,
926precise optical ranging with coherent OISLs and the large
927improvement in SISRE expected from GNSS architectures
928such as Kepler, carry the potential of largely improving the
929scope and reach of NGGMs, in particular with respect to
930spatial and temporal resolutions of the individual monthly
931models and the estimates of long term trends, enabling glo-
932bal monitoring of temporal gravity field variations and
933homogeneous accuracies at spatial scales below 300 km,
934which is the current threshold for GRACE and GRACE-
935FO. First simulation results have already shown that the
936orbit residuals of a GRACE-like LEO can be improved
937due to the envisioned SISRE in the Kepler system by a fac-

Fig. 9. Simulation of an Implicit Ensemble Mean (black line) computed using 30 cavity-stabilized lasers (continuous blue lines), six Iodine clocks
(continuous red lines) and one active hydrogen Maser (continuous yellow line). Each simulated instance is based on a two-state clock model whose
parameters are derived by fitting actual OADEV measurements (dashed lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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938 tor of 7 -- from 27 mm to 4 mm -- which in turn also signif-
939 icantly increases the capability to adjust low-degree gravity
940 field coefficients, a known weakness of GRACE and
941 GRACE-FO missions. The monthly gravity models of a
942 GRACE-like single-pair mission would benefit in the com-
943 plete spectrum by about 15% (Murböck et al., 2019).
944 Future GNSS architectures capable of providing
945 enhanced positioning and timing services will have an
946 impact on the provision of global terrestrial reference
947 frames (TRFs). These are the realization of a reference sys-
948 tem defined by origin, orientation and scale, and are the
949 metrological basis for almost all geodetic measurements
950 associated with the Earth. Accurate and stable TRFs are
951 highly relevant to reliably model and predict geophysical
952 phenomena like the global sea level rise as one of the most
953 significant examples with respect to climate change. The
954 requirements of 1 mm accuracy and 1 mm/decade long-
955 term stability set by the Global Geodetic Observing System
956 (GGOS) are not yet fulfilled by the state-of-the-art TRFs.
957 The latest official solution determined from a combination
958 of GNSS, Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning
959 Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), Satellite Laser Ranging
960 (SLR), and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
961 observations is the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016).
962 The accuracy of the origin of ITRF2014, realized by
963 SLR, is 3 mm at reference epoch 2010.0 with respect to
964 the previous realization ITRF2008. The scale of
965 ITRF2014, realized from SLR and VLBI, shows a discrep-
966 ancy of 1.37 ppb (corresponding to �8.8 mm on the
967 Earth’s surface) at epoch 2010.0 between both techniques,
968 which is still considered an unsolved problem. Thus far,
969 GNSSs do not contribute to the realization of the origin
970 and of the scale of the ITRF. Since the GGOS require-
971 ments are not met by state-of-the art TRFs, it is of high
972 interest to investigate the potential improvement of the
973 future GNSS constellations such as Kepler on the provi-
974 sion of TRF. First simulation results show that the stan-
975 dard deviations of the estimated geocenter as the realized
976 origin of the TRF can be significantly improved by a factor
977 of 14, mainly due to the processing of navigation signals
978 made available by the antennas on LEO satellites (cf. Sec-
979 tion 4.1). The realization of mm-level ranging via the ISLs
980 and synchronized clocks yields an improvement of smaller
981 magnitude (Glaser et al., 2019). These results are obtained
982 by simulating the whole Kepler constellation and process-
983 ing its signals to determine the TRF, station coordinates,
984 geocenter coordinates and Earth rotation parameters by
985 imposing no-net-rotation and no-net-translation condi-
986 tions on a globally distributed geodetic network of 124
987 sensing stations.
988 Observations of atmospheric parameters, and specifi-
989 cally of those characterizing the ionospheric and tropo-
990 spheric layers, can be improved in different aspects.
991 When navigation signals are used to ‘sample’ the iono-
992 sphere, the retrieval of ionospheric delays is limited by
993 the accuracy of the satellite orbits and by group delays.
994 Both aspects are greatly reduced in the Kepler system

995described in Section 4.1, where more precise satellite orbits
996are available and satellite-specific biases (group delays and
997antenna effects) can be constantly monitored from the LEO
998segment. Better ionospheric products have a direct impact
999on precise point positioning, navigation as well as on the
1000performance of time and frequency transfer over continen-
1001tal scales (Hoque et al., 2017).
1002GNSS is also an established observation system for
1003accurate water vapor monitoring (e.g., Bevis et al., 1992).
1004Water vapor is the most volatile greenhouse gas, which
1005partially drives weather systems and climate change; thus,
1006weather forecasting, especially under severe weather condi-
1007tions (e.g., such as heavy precipitation events and flash
1008floods) is inherently linked to the ability to predict the spa-
1009tial–temporal distribution of atmospheric water vapor.
1010GNSS tropospheric estimates are an invaluable commodity
1011for meteorological and climate studies (e.g., Alshawaf
1012et al., 2018; Balidakis et al., 2018) as well as operational
1013weather forecast (Gendt et al., 2004; Guerova et al.,
10142016; Zus et al., 2019a; Zus et al., 2019b). The frequency
1015of severe weather events increases, as a repercussion of glo-
1016bal warming (e.g., Kharin et al., 2018); hence the ability of
1017GNSS observing systems should be adapted to cope with
1018this increased need for accuracy. The transition from
1019GPS-only to multi-GNSS data analysis provides improved
1020tropospheric products (e.g., Li et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016).
1021In addition to increasing the ensemble of space vehicles
1022used in GNSS analysis to infer water vapor distribution,
1023the use of optical frequency references and inter-satellite
1024links offers a distinct advantage. With an improvement of
1025at least one order of magnitude in orbit determination of
1026navigation satellites, and the uncertainty stemming from
1027the frequency stability of satellite clocks being greatly
1028reduced, the estimation of more accurate zenith delays
1029and gradient vector components in the geodetic adjustment
1030could be enhanced. For instance, the uncertainty of the
1031zenith delays improves by 4–5% if highly synchronized
1032clocks (at ps-level) are successfully realized; when com-
1033pared to a scenario where a state-of-the-art single-system
1034MEO-only constellation.
1035The opportunity to use a system such as Kepler for
1036GNSS reflectometry could significantly advance ocean
1037altimetry and foster an important field of geodesy. Reflec-
1038tometry means, in this respect, that satellites of the system
1039establish pairwise reflection links in bistatic radar configu-
1040ration, see Martı́n-Neira et al. (2011). Earlier impact stud-
1041ies on GNSS reflectometry already indicated an improved
1042detection of sub-mesoscale ocean phenomena such as
1043oceanic eddies or tsunamis (Stosius et al., 2011). Altimet-
1044ric measurements, based on the reflection links, will partic-
1045ularly benefit from reduced orbit uncertainties of the
1046transmitting and receiving satellites (Semmling et al.,
10472016). Specifically, the LEO constellation in the Kepler
1048system carries the potential to increase the spatial and
1049temporal coverage of today’s satellite altimeters if an
1050additional set of nadir-pointing GNSS antennas is
1051implemented.
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1052 5. Summary

1053 Optical frequency references and inter-satellite laser
1054 links will pave the way for a new generation of global satel-
1055 lite navigation systems, enhancing positioning and timing
1056 services on a global scale and improving a wide spectrum
1057 of satellite geodesy applications.
1058 Optical oscillators capable of frequency stabilities below
1059 the 10-15 [s/s] level for a wide range of sample intervals are
1060 being designed and tested in space. Combined with optical
1061 inter-satellite links capable of coherent two-way transmis-
1062 sions, already available and operative in space for commu-
1063 nication purposes, the foundations of a space-based system
1064 of synchronized optical frequency references are being laid.
1065 This manuscript provides an overview of the technical
1066 developments in both optical technologies, which can be
1067 exploited on a revised GNSS architecture to the purpose
1068 of achieving a high degree of synchronization between
1069 the elements of the satellite constellation. This novel archi-
1070 tecture enables a more clear-cut separation between the
1071 space and time domains – which hinders current satellite
1072 navigation and geodesy applications – with a strong impact
1073 on orbit determination and time dissemination capabilities.
1074 If the MEO satellites are kept continuously synchronized,
1075 the navigation signals can be broadcast synchronously at
1076 or below picosecond-level. These aspects drive the signal-
1077 in-space accuracy of the proposed Kepler system, poten-
1078 tially improving on the current GNSSs by at least one
1079 order of magnitude. An additional potential benefit of
1080 the proposed system is the capability of offering a fast
1081 and global integrity layer thanks to the continuous obser-
1082 vations of atmosphere-free navigation signals from LEO
1083 satellites, which can relay any performance indicator with
1084 low latency. Also, LEO satellites carrying GNSS antennas
1085 offer a platform to calibrate the broadcast navigation sig-
1086 nals in space.
1087 Other than improving global satellite navigation and
1088 time dissemination, architectures such as Kepler carry the
1089 potential of improving orbit determination of communica-
1090 tion and scientific satellites, Earth gravity field sensing, the
1091 provision of reference frames, and the remote sensing of
1092 Earth.
1093 In the course of the coming months the construction of a
1094 technological demonstrator will be completed at the DLR
1095 premises, aiming at evaluating in a controlled environment
1096 the capabilities of optical ranging and communication
1097 devices in support of frequency- and time-transfer tech-
1098 niques between optical frequency references.
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